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Current findings on the origins and effects of ageism, as well
as ways to reduce it.
“Wow. This book totally rocks. It arrived on a day when I was in
deep confusion and sadness about my age. Everything about it,
from my invisibility to my neck. Within four or five wise,
passionate pages, I had found insight, illumination, and
inspiration. I never use the word empower, but this book has
empowered me.” —Anne Lamott, New York Times bestselling author
Author, activist, and TED speaker Ashton Applewhite has written
a rousing manifesto calling for an end to discrimination and
prejudice on the basis of age. In our youth obsessed culture,
we’re bombarded by media images and messages about the despairs
and declines of our later years. Beauty and pharmaceutical
companies work overtime to convince people to purchase products
that will retain their youthful appearance and vitality.
Wrinkles are embarrassing. Gray hair should be colored and bald
heads covered with implants. Older minds and bodies are too
frail to keep up with the pace of the modern working world and
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olders should just step aside for the new generation. Ashton
Applewhite once held these beliefs too until she realized where
this prejudice comes from and the damage it does. Lively, funny,
and deeply researched, This Chair Rocks traces her journey from
apprehensive boomer to pro-aging radical, and in the process
debunks myth after myth about late life. Explaining the roots of
ageism in history and how it divides and debases, Applewhite
examines how ageist stereotypes cripple the way our brains and
bodies function, looks at ageism in the workplace and the
bedroom, exposes the cost of the all-American myth of
independence, critiques the portrayal of elders as burdens to
society, describes what an all-age-friendly world would look
like, and offers a rousing call to action. It’s time to create a
world of age equality by making discrimination on the basis of
age as unacceptable as any other kind of bias. Whether you’re
older or hoping to get there, this book will shake you by the
shoulders, cheer you up, make you mad, and change the way you
see the rest of your life. Age pride!
Licking her wounds after ending a six-year marriage to a serial
cheating husband, Julia has run away to her grandfather's house
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high in the Australian Mountains, hoping to fix the old
neglected building up while she contemplates her future, only to
discover a huge white Siberian tiger on her door step.
Changing Roles and Relationships
Let's Chant, Let's Sing
Middle Age and Aging
Paleodemography
Gender And Ageing: Changing Roles And Relationships

In Ecce Homo: Jesus the Man, Enrico Nicoló, MD, has created a
critical reading of the New Testament that not only brings
revolutionary discoveries as to how and why the text was written, but
also unveils the true history of Jesus: the one integrated and concealed
within the superficial story most are familiar with. Through
sophisticated literary techniques, Nicoló delves into the literary and
philological aspects of the writing of the Gospel to cement two
objectives—the story and the history—into one narrative. It becomes
both a beautiful story and a historical account, delivering a clear
conclusion about the true human life of Jesus and his subjection to the
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march of time. Ecce Homo—behold the man.
"But be doers of the word, and not hearers only." --James 1:22, nkjv
Doing What Jesus Did invites you to learn how to move into the
supernatural realm that Jesus said in John 14:12-14 we could, and
should, enter. Husband-and-wife authors John and Sonja Decker will
equip you to minister in the way Jesus invited us to, including
miracles, by teaching you His six essential strategies for effective
discipleship: � Leading people to Christ � Leading Christians into the
Holy Spirit baptism � Learning how to heal the sick � Hearing from
God � Healing the sick by revelation � Dealing with demons Much
more than a handbook of New Testament principles, Doing What Jesus
Did will be a catalyst for you to love Jesus more deeply as you minister
His life, love, and power more dynamically.
What happens when a baby is born with “ambiguous” genitalia or a
combination of “male” and “female” body parts? Clinicians and
parents in these situations are confronted with complicated questions
such as whether a girl can have XY chromosomes, or whether some
penises are “too small” for a male sex assignment. Since the 1950s,
standard treatment has involved determining a sex for these infants
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and performing surgery to normalize the infant’s genitalia. Over the
past decade intersex advocates have mounted unprecedented
challenges to treatment, offering alternative perspectives about the
meaning and appropriate medical response to intersexuality and
driving the field of those who treat intersex conditions into a deep
crisis. Katrina Karkazis offers a nuanced, compassionate picture of
these charged issues in Fixing Sex, the first book to examine
contemporary controversies over the medical management of
intersexuality in the United States from the multiple perspectives of
those most intimately involved. Drawing extensively on interviews with
adults with intersex conditions, parents, and physicians, Karkazis
moves beyond the heated rhetoric to reveal the complex reality of how
intersexuality is understood, treated, and experienced today. As she
unravels the historical, technological, social, and political forces that
have culminated in debates surrounding intersexuality, Karkazis
exposes the contentious disagreements among theorists, physicians,
intersex adults, activists, and parents—and all that those debates
imply about gender and the changing landscape of intersex
management. She argues that by viewing intersexuality exclusively
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through a narrow medical lens we avoid much more difficult
questions. Do gender atypical bodies require treatment? Should
physicians intervene to control the “sex” of the body? As this
illuminating book reveals, debates over treatment for intersexuality
force reassessment of the seemingly natural connections between
gender, biology, and the body.
Fighting the New Ageism in America
This Chair Rocks
Ageism
Age Estimation in the Living
Studies in Creativity
Critical Approaches to Social Gerontology
How to Make a Million in NursingThe First 5 StepsCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Big History is a new field on a grand scale: it tells the story of
the universe over time through a diverse range of disciplines
that spans cosmology, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology,
evolutionary biology, anthropology, and archaeology, thereby
reconciling traditional human history with environmental
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geography and natural history. Weaving the myriad threads of
evidence-based human knowledge into a master narrative that
stretches from the beginning of the universe to the present, the
Big History framework helps students make sense of their
studies in all disciplines by illuminating the structures that
underlie the universe and the connections among them.
Teaching Big History is a powerful analytic and pedagogical
resource, and serves as a comprehensive guide for teaching Big
History, as well for sharing ideas about the subject and
planning a curriculum around it. Readers are also given helpful
advice about the administrative and organizational challenges
of instituting a general education program constructed around
Big History. The book includes teaching materials, examples,
and detailed sample exercises. This book is also an engaging
first-hand account of how a group of professors built an entire
Big History general education curriculum for first-year
students, demonstrating how this thoughtful integration of
disciplines exemplifies liberal education at its best and
illustrating how teaching and learning this incredible story can
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be transformative for professors and students alike.
A wide-ranging selection of readings, emphasizing the social
and psychological processes occurring between middle age and
old age and drawing on empirical studies and studies in which
the research methods are clearly presented
Multiple Discrimination from an Age Perspective
Jesus the Man
Age Distributions from Skeletal Samples
The Public Intellectual in India
Stereotyping and Prejudice Against Older Persons
The First 5 Steps
This volume of essays is concerned with the discrimination against older
people that results from a failure to recognise their diversity. By
considering the unique combinations of discrimination that arise from the
interrelationship of age and gender, pensions, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
socio-economic class and disability, the contributors demonstrate that the
discrimination suffered is multiple in nature. It is the combination of these
characteristics that leads to the need for more complex ways of tackling
age discrimination.
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Age Estimation: A Multidisciplinary Approach is the only reference in the
field covering all techniques and methods involving age estimation from
different perspectives in just one volume. The book provides
comprehensive coverage of all aspects of age estimation: aging the living
and the dead, human rights, and skeletal, dental, histological and
biochemical techniques and methods available. Each chapter is written by
internationally known expert contributors. Age Estimation: A
Multidisciplinary Approach is a one of a kind resource for those involved in
estimating the age of the living and the dead. Presents a concentration of
all techniques and methods involving age estimation in a single volume
Provides a multidisciplinary approach that lends itself to researchers,
practitioners and students from a variety of different fields Includes
contributions by world renowned forensic specialists
The president of New York's Mount Sinai Hospital and a professor of public
health present the findings of a MacArthur Foundation Study, showing
healthy aging is dependent on diet, exercise, and self-esteem rather than
on genes. (Health & Medicine).
Aging and Gender in Literature
Ecce Homo
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The Brand IDEA
Sex, Gender and Society
The Secret Life of Real Estate
Songs and Chants. 3
Real estate is sold as a much safer investment than the constantly fluctuating stock
market. Share price volatility is compared unfavourably with the steadier and
impressive gains made from real estate which is, we are told, ‘as safe as houses’. As
millions of Americans – and countless others in the Western world - have recently found
to their cost, house prices can also suddenly and dramatically drop. Yet no other text on
real estate, either current or from the past, mentions this fact, reinforcing the perception
that real estate is an almost risk-free investment.Now for the first time, and long
overdue, a book that details and explains the cyclical nature of real estate.The latest
real estate downturn in the USA (and in other countries) is just one of many that have
occurred since 1800 with astonishing regularity. This book is the story of the American
experience of those downturns: the move out of recession, how the banking system
facilitates that move, the boom and the characters that shaped it, the bust and
accompanying bank failures, and then the recession, or worse, depression. This is
always followed by a new cycle repeating each phase again, varied only by the new
ways bankers find to avoid the regulations put in place after each collapse to ensure it
will never happen again.The Secret Life of Real Estate and Banking explains, quite
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simply, how the real estate cycle originates, offers a fascinating study of US history to
illustrate the stages through which each cycle passes, then explains why this cycle of
boom and bust must repeat, given present economic conditions. Real estate can only
be a truly winning investment if you know the cycle. For investors, the author has
designed an 18-year Real Estate Clock which plots the progress of the cycle, with telltale signs so that investors can recognise exactly where they are in the cycle at any
point in time and so help them decide whether to invest, sit tight or sell. He has refined
this clock over a period of many years and those who have attended his courses have
found it an invaluable and remarkably accurate guide for their investment strategies, not
only in real estate.With its invaluable insights and practical guidance, The Secret Life of
Real Estate and Banking is a book for both novice and experienced investors alike who
want to know why the real estate cycle moves as it does, learn how this movement can
be forecast well in advance, and more importantly, wish to learn how to profit from this
knowledge. A must read for any serious investor.
"The World's Greatest Detective must try to inhabit the mind of a murder victim to solve
a case-without filling the empty grave next to those of his parents. Can Batman imagine
the life of a corpse with a half-eaten face without dying himself? A man was murdered,
and the Batman is in his head-and he knows how it happened. All he has to do now is
survive his own deduction. Warren Ellis and Bryan Hitch, one of the most legendary
creative partnerships of the modern age, reunite in this tale about life, death, and the
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questions most are too afraid to ask."-In this book, physical anthropologists, mathematical demographers, and statisticians
tackle methodological issues for reconstructing demographic structure for skeletal
samples. Topics discussed include how skeletal morphology is linked to chronological
age, assessment of age from the skeleton, demographic models of mortality and their
interpretation, and biostatistical approaches to age structure estimation from
archaeological samples. This work will be of immense importance to anyone interested
in paleodemography, including biological and physical anthropologists, demographers,
geographers, evolutionary biologists, and statisticians.
Age Discrimination and Diversity
with audio recording
Doing What Jesus Did
The Surprise Party
Mathematics for Technicians
The Need for Theory
From New York Times bestselling author Keri Arthur comes a brand-new series
featuring heroine Emberly Pearson—a phoenix capable of taking on human form and
cursed with the ability to foresee death.... Emberly has spent a good number of her
many lives trying to save humans. So when her prophetic dreams reveal the death of
Sam, a man she once loved, she does everything in her power to prevent it from
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happening. But in saving his life, she gets more than she bargained for. Sam is
working undercover for the Paranormal Investigations Team, and those who are
trying to murder him are actually humans infected by a plaguelike virus, the Crimson
Death—a by-product of a failed government experiment intended to identify the
enzymes that make vampires immortal. Now all those infected must be eliminated.
But when Emberly’s boss is murdered and his irreplaceable research stolen, she
needs to find the guilty party before she goes down in flames....
Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a needed up-to-date book providing
anthropologists and anatomists with a broad spectrum of techniques focused on
aging human skeletal remains. It represents the most current reference book
devoted entirely to estimating age at death for skeletonized and decomposed human
remains and is a convenient starting point for practical and research applications.
This book is a valuable reference for all individuals interested in the identification or
analysis of human remains including forensic anthropologists, bioarchaeologists,
forensic odontologists, pathologists and anatomists at student and professional
levels. Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton would serve as an ideal supplemental
textbook for introductory and advanced osteology and forensic anthropology courses.
Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a collection of some of the latest research
in age estimation techniques of human skeletal remains. It compiles recent scientific
research on age at death estimation using dental and gross skeletal morphological
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indicators of age, as well as histological and multifactorial age estimation techniques.
Age estimation methods from all life-stage categories, including: fetal, sub-adult, and
adult are included in the book. Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton also includes
chapters that evaluate and review the older, more traditional aging techniques as
well as information that explores future directions and considerations for research in
this area. Overall, Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton bolsters the references
available to researchers in academic, laboratory, and medicolegal facilities and is an
attractive text to a sizable spectrum of analysts.
Contributors use a feminist perspective to explore the impact of ageing on gender
roles in the workplace and in retirement; in marital and other relationships; in
community support networks and in older women's own perceptions. A range of
research approaches are used, including qualitative studies giving a voice to older
women. A concluding chapter draws out the implications of the book.
Fireborn
Age Estimation
Fixing Sex
A Multidisciplinary Approach
Successful Aging
Re-Aligning Feminist Thinking

By adding consideration of age to that of race, gender, and
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class, this innovative volume seeks to show how growing
older affects literary creativity and psychological
development and to examine how individual writing careers
begin to change in middle age.
This book summarizes and explains the main approaches to age
estimation in the living, defining when a parameter may be
of use and raising awareness of its limitations. This text
ensures that practitioners recognize when an assessment is
beyond their area of expertise or beyond verification
depending upon the clinical data available. Each key
approach to age evaluation has been allotted a single
chapter, written by an international leader in the
particular field. The book also includes summary chapters
that relay readily accessible data for use by the
practitioner, and includes important “ageing milestones.”
This book is indispensable where problems of immigration and
legal standing, juvenile vs. adult criminal status, and
responsibilities of law enforcement to protect vulnerable
persons are key issues on a daily basis. Medical
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practitioners, forensic practitioners such as pathology,
odontology, anthropology and nursing, lawyers, and police
would find this book incredibly useful.
"I'm having a party tomorrow," Rabbit whispers to Owl. "It's
a surprise." But Owl tell the news to Squirrel, he says,
"Rabbit is hoeing the parsley tomorrow. It's a surprise." By
the time word has spread to all of Rabbit's friends, it's
anyone's guess just what it is that Rabbit will be doing
tomorrow!
Ministering in the Power of the Holy Spirit
Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton
How to Make a Million in Nursing
Agewise
A Manifesto Against Ageism
Connecting Gender and Ageing
This volume of original chapters is designed to bring attention to a neglected area of feminist
scholarship - aging. After several decades of feminist studies we are now well informed of
the complex ways that gender shapes the lives of women and men. Similarly, we know more
about how gendered power relations interface with race and ethnicity, class and sexual
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orientation. Serious theorizing of old age and age relations to gender represents the next
frontier of feminist scholarship. In this volume, leading national and international feminist
scholars of aging take first steps in this direction, illuminating how age relations interact with
other social inequalities, particularly gender. In doing so, the authors challenge and
transform feminist scholarship and many taken for granted concepts in gender studies.
Let’s face it: almost everyone fears growing older. We worry about losing our looks, our
health, our jobs, our self-esteem—and being supplanted in work and love by younger people.
It feels like the natural, inevitable consequence of the passing years, But what if it’s not?
What if nearly everything that we think of as the “natural” process of aging is anything but?
In Agewise, renowned cultural critic Margaret Morganroth Gullette reveals that much of
what we dread about aging is actually the result of ageism—which we can, and should,
battle as strongly as we do racism, sexism, and other forms of bigotry. Drawing on
provocative and under-reported evidence from biomedicine, literature, economics, and
personal stories, Gullette probes the ageism thatdrives discontent with our bodies, our selves,
and our accomplishments—and makes us easy prey for marketers who want to sell us an
illusory vision of youthful perfection. Even worse, rampant ageism causes society to
discount, and at times completely discard, the wisdom and experience acquired by people
over the course of adulthood. The costs—both collective and personal—of this culture of
decline are almost incalculable, diminishing our workforce, robbing younger people of hope
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for a decent later life, and eroding the satisfactions and sense of productivity that should
animate our later years. Once we open our eyes to the pervasiveness of ageism, however, we
can begin to fight it—and Gullette lays out ambitious plans for the whole life course, from
teaching children anti-ageism to fortifying the social safety nets, and thus finally making
possible the real pleasures and opportunities promised by the new longevity. A bracing,
controversial call to arms, Agewise will surprise, enlighten, and, perhaps most important,
bring hope to readers of all ages.
Mathematics for Technicians is print only. Mathematics for Technicians has been revised
and updated to meet the current competencies ofCertificate IV, Diploma and Advanced
Diploma of Engineering under the MEM05 Metal andEngineering Training Package and
UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package.This book features graded questions to guide
from the basics through to advanced applications ofmathematics, ensuring that even students
with poor mathematical literacy can easily meet the requiredcompetencies. Reality-based
trade scenarios demonstrate how the theory would be used in different engineering careers.
Scope Mathematics for Technicians covers the current competencies of Certificate IV,
Diploma and AdvancedDiploma of Engineering under the MEM05 Metal and Engineering
Training Package and UEE11Electrotechnology Training Package.
The Practitioner's Guide
Age Matters
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Tiger Mine
Teaching Big History
The Batman's Grave: the Complete Collection
How it Moves and why
What are the differences between the sexes? That is the question that
Ann Oakley set out to answer in this pioneering study, now established
as a classic in the field. To answer it she draws on the evidence of
biology, anthropology, sociology and the study of animal behaviour to
cut through popular myths and reach the underlying truth. She
demonstrates conclusively that men and women are not two separate
groups: rather each individual takes his or her place on a continuous
scale. She shows how different societies define masculinity and
femininity in different and even opposite ways, and discusses how far
observable differences are based on biology and psychology and how
far on cultural conditioning. Many books have discussed these vital
issues. None, however, have drawn on such an impressively wide
range of evidence or discussed it with such clarity and authority. Now
newly reissued with a substantial introduction which highlights its
continuing relevance, this work will continue to inform and shape
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dialogues around sex and gender for a new generation of scholars and
students.
Offering a new framework for nonprofit brand management, this book
presents the Brand IDEA (Integrity, Democracy, and Affinity). The
framework eschews traditional, outdated brand tenets of control and
competition largely adopted from the private sector, in favor of a
strategic approach centered on the mission and based on a
participatory process, shared values, and the development of key
partnerships. The results are nonprofit brands that create
organizational cohesion and generate trust in order to build capacity
and drive social impact. The book explores in detail how nonprofit
organizations worldwide are developing and implementing new ways of
thinking about and managing their organizational brands.
This text emphasizes changing gender roles and relationships, gender
identity and an examination of masculinities in midlife and later life. It
covers the need to reconceptualize partnership status, in order to
understand the implications of both widowhood and divorce for older
women and men.
A Sociological Approach
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Intersex, Medical Authority, and Lived Experience
Managing Nonprofit Brands with Integrity, Democracy, and Affinity
"This book contains all the knowledge and encouragement a nurse needs to get started
in her own business.Many real life examples illustrate what a nurse can do! Don't wait
to get this book today and get started on your journey to success and financial
freedom" - Linnea Stonebraker, RN, PhD "The knowledge and experience that this
book provides will give you the leverage that you need to WIN BIG" -Annilia Mosley,
MBA "This book provides both personal insights and practical guides to successful
business enterpreneurship in today's challenging economy" -Hope Obioma Dike, MA
"...The writing is very interactive, easy to understand" - Anthea Peter, MPH "As the
owner of three successful businesses, I have included my success stories and mistakes
to properly equip nurses for success. The information in this book is worth a few
thousands of dollars seminar" - Jane John-Nwankwo, RN, MSN (Author)
"The Need for Theory speaks to the burgeoning need for critical thinking in social
gerontology. The editors have brought together some of the foremost contributors to
theoretical advances in the field. This volume incorporates state-of-the-art theorizing
with a focus on selected topical areas facing gerontologists around the world. Using
their keen insights into substantive issues, the contributors examine personal and
structural changes affecting individuals over the life course. Extolling the heed for
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theory is not enough; the contributors focus their insights on a panoply of substantive
issues, linking the personal with the political and with the structural parameters that
shape the process of aging, no matter where it occurs.
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